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Abstract. The present research aims at developing a framework to support MC com-

panies in understanding different considerations and issues of mass customization
manufacturing (MCM). It introduces crucial aspects of MCM by analyzing existing
MC enablers and technologies as well as the trending ones which might be used in
future of mass customization manufacturing. The framework is developed in two
levels grounding on both literature and practical findings.
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Introduction

Mass customization refers to producing personalized goods and services with an
efficiency close to mass production [4,3,6]. A successful implementation of this strategy is based on the accurate design of the entire supply chain. The value chain must
be a cooperation oriented network since mass customization primarily aims to satisfy
individual needs of customers. Going through literature, “Mass Customization” and
particularly MC manufacturing were discussed in numerous articles; but linkages
between various manufacturing paradigms, enablers and factors influence MC manufacturing have been rarely covered. This paper aims to present both the current state
and the future directions of mass customization manufacturing by integrating data
from literature and case studies. Accordingly by analyzing MCM and its different
aspects, a conceptual framework will be proposed presenting the main considerations
while establishing an accurate MCM system. The framework pictures which factors
contribute to the concept and also introduces the different aspects of a successful
MCM implementation. The fundamental part of the framework constitutes the exploration of related enablers which address the manufacturing methodologies that are
widely debated in the academia as well as enabling technologies which are suggested
to be applied. Moreover, the framework includes a future look at the concept of MCM
by presenting the cutting edge trends and technologies which are foreseen as potential
to align with the manufacturing of mass customized goods.
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Mass Customization in Manufacturing

The implementation of mass customization requires integration of different manufacturing technologies into a structured framework capable of combining human and
technological factors [1]. In recent years manufacturing systems have been evolving
to satisfy the rapid change of customers’ needs and preferences. In this regard several
production paradigms, systems, methodologies and enablers for mass customization
have been introduced in literature. In this paper we categorize Mass Customization
Manufacturing (MCM) enablers in literature into two main categories which will be
presented later in the proposed framework: 1) MC operational methodologies 2) MC
enabling technologies.
MC operational methodologies refer not only to manufacturing and operational
aspects of mass customization implementation but also to organizational and cultural
aspects. This category includes methodologies such as lean manufacturing, cellular
manufacturing and agile manufacturing. It should be mentioned that a methodology is
composed of a set of practices which make it different from the term ‘method’. In the
context of production, the term ‘method’ simply corresponds to different aspects of
specific techniques that are utilized in a manufacturing methodology. For instance,
lean manufacturing, as a methodology, can choose to exploit different production
methods whether job production or flow production depending on its needs or other
factors. While methods have unidirectional approach which is production-oriented
that makes it to focus on a tactical or operational level (maintaining efficiency, etc.),
the methodology has a broader perspective that is based on a philosophy at most of
the times (customer focus, collaborative mindset, supply chain, etc.).
The second category, MC enabling technologies, refers to subsystems and technologies which facilitate implementation of mass customization. These technologies can
be either manufacturing and production technologies or information technologies.
Customer-centric vision of mass customization makes it crucial for companies to have
a flexible production system and a smooth information flow in company along the
supply chain. In this regard, MC enabling technologies such as flexible manufacturing
systems (FMS), Reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) and Additive manufacturing technology act as facilitators while pursuing mass customization.
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Research methodology and data collection

The current study is based on two main types of research methodologies: literature
review and empirical findings. Applying these two methodologies enriches the results
of this study by combining proposals from academia and literature to real practices of
mass customization manufacturing in different industries.
Empirical findings are collected via two types of information sources: primary
sources and secondary sources. Regarding primary sources, three mass customization
companies operating in three different sectors were analyzed. Required data for each
case study were collected via interviews and surveys. Secondary sources for empirical findings include case studies presented in literature. Data were collected through

different sources including papers, releases and publications on scientific magazines,
official company website, official financial reports, blogs, forums, communities and
online sector magazine release. Different practices regarding mass customization
manufacturing in these case studies were studied to collect required data and integrate
them with data collected from other sources in order to develop the MCM framework.
Table 1 illustrates the general information regarding these case studies.
Table 1. Analyzed case studies
Company

Country

Industry

Size

Type of data

A
B
C
D
E

Italy
Switzerland
Italy
Finland
UK

Diamond Wires
Kitchen
Footwear
Footwear
Material handling equipment

SME
SME
SME
SME
SME

Primary
Primary
Primary
Secondary
Secondary
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Proposed framework for mass customization manufacturing

Based on the collected data, a conceptual Mass Customization Manufacturing
(MCM) framework was developed. The framework aims to visualize the state-of-the
art of mass customization manufacturing, to provide a more clear and comprehensive
focus on requirement for MC manufacturing, to create a comparison between various
manufacturing paradigms and lastly, to explore future trends and direction of the concept.
The framework is developed in two layers. The first layer maps the position of
mass customization manufacturing and related factors and requirements (figure 1).

Fig. 1. General MCM framework (first layer of framework)

The initial framework consists of several interdependent building blocks. Interaction of all these blocks leads to operational performance of a MC company. In following a brief description of each block is given.
• Solution space development is the beginning point of the framework. It is defined as one of the fundamental capabilities to support a company to implement mass customization successfully [5,7]. In a MC environment it is necessary to identify the idiosyncratic demands of customers and transfer this
knowledge into an advantage to create a stable solution space enabling company to adjust the cost and the complexity of customer needs [2]. In this paper three axes of customization namely fit & comfort; functionality and style
have been defined for development of a solution space.
• Requirements refer to a set of factors demonstrating competitive opportunities and limitations of a MC company. While some of the factors would generate constraints during the implementation of mass customization, some
others might enable the company to improve the manufacturing capability
and consequently the competence of MC manufacturing. The factors are determined by considering the primary impacts on MC manufacturing related
strategies.
• Production systems and manufacturing / information technologies are two
crucial elements in mass customization manufacturing. A MC manufacturing
system must be well designed by applying the appropriate production systems with exploiting suitable technologies to facilitate both flexible production and smooth information flow. Production systems can utilize different
types of technologies due to their attributes. A MC manufacturer must be
aware of which production system is more suited to its circumstances. Then,
different technologies should be examined to find out whether they are applicable in a particular system or not. Production systems and manufacturing
technologies determine the existing capability of a mass customizer.
• Operational performance addresses the potential outcome of the conceptual
framework. When the production aspects of mass customization is considered, a mass customizer’s primary goal should be to excel in its operational
performance as high as possible. The operational performance of a MC company is a direct result of its capability to satisfy customers’ individual needs
while being efficient.
The generic nature of the first layer of framework necessitates development of the
second layer with a more detailed focus on each block. The final framework is the
outcome of integration of theoretical and practical findings from literature and case
studies. It exhibits in detail the building blocks of general framework (figure 2).

Fig. 2. Final MCM framework (second layer of framework)

As shown in figure 2, MC manufacturing capability is positioned in the core of the
framework since it stems from three actors of MCM: manufacturing methodologies,
enabling technologies, and future trends. Specifically, for each actor the potential
enablers of mass customization manufacturing are identified and introduced in the
model. Additionally, the requirements are redesigned and illustrated as four main
factors. In following these four factors along with other building blocks of final
framework have been briefly described.
• Internal management refers to management issues within an organization
which have a significant impact on successful implementation of mass
customization. In this paper we have mainly split theses factors into two
categories: first, Investment and cost considerations that is a crucial element for mass customization manufacturing. Empirical findings from analyzed case studies highlight the point that MC companies usually face the
dilemma of deciding to what extent the automation should be adopted to
improve custom manufacturing since most of the technologies require
considerable initial costs and efforts. Second category relates to organizational readiness. A company pursuing MC strategy must pay attention to
prepare the entire organization for changes towards mass customization
considering the fact that usually there is a resistance against change inside
of an organization.
• Industrial factors play a crucial role in mass customization manufacturing. The state of the art of manufacturing may vary from one industry to
the other. While some industries such as electronics and automotive are
ground on high-tech solutions for production some other sectors are not
pioneers to lead manufacturing. The case of Levi’s is a well-known example due to its failure to maintain Mass Customization strategy. The
company was one of the first customizers at the very beginning of MC
implementations. However, it couldn’t well establish a proper production

•

•

•

•

•

system that enables efficient custom jeans manufacturing. One remarkable
reason behind the failure was the current technology state of clothing industry that caused Levi’s finally to abandon its pursuit of MC. Today rapid advances in computer and manufacturing technologies encourage companies to transform their conventional manufacturing into emerging patterns to answer changing demands.
Networks are necessary to make integration among different actors in a
MC environment. Since custom production requires efficiency and timeliness, a MC manufacturer has to build a smooth communication between
its suppliers as well as customers. Trustworthy supply networks ease the
manufacturing of individual customer orders which necessitate an excellent production and process planning.
Business environment in this study is grouped into three main categories.
‘Competitive environment’ in the market, ‘customer customization sensitivity’ regarding which enables company to determine its offered level of
customization and efficiency and finally ‘regulations’ which vary among
different industries / countries and act as limiting factors.
Manufacturing methodologies, as described in section 2, refer to a set of
technological, managerial and human force issues of a production paradigm. Table 2 illustrates a comparison among three different manufacturing methodologies proposed for mass customization in this paper.
Enabling technologies refer to manufacturing or information technologies
acting as facilitators to pursue mass customization manufacturing. Some
notable examples in this regard are: Computer Aided Design (CAD),
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), automated handling system (including different types of AGV and conveyors), generic modular
mechtronic control, reconfigurable machining system and robotic devices,
etc.
Future trends is an important block of MCM framework which can bring
competitive advantage to a MC company by implementing innovative and
trending technologies in the field of mass customization technologies. Inn
this paper trending manufacturing technologies which can support mass
customization in terms of manufacturing are divided into three main categories. First category is “micro-factory” which is a new type of small
manufacturing system that utilizes less space and reduced consumption of
resources as well as energy via downsizing of production processes to
have higher throughput. Micro-factories should comprise of extremely
precise machining, gripping, and handling units with user friendly interfaces in order to be efficient. Enterprises that are in pursuit of MC manufacturing can gain some substantial advantages from the adoption of micro-factories in terms of shorter process chain, space reduction, quicker
response, flexibility, modularity in processes, and cost reduction. Second
category relates to “laser sintering technology” which has gained a great
attention as an advanced manufacturing process to fabricate products
based on electronic data and stimulate new aspects for customization in

Table 1. Summarized comparison of different manufacturing methodologies for MC

terms of rapid change and flexibility. Today, laser-dependent technologies
shift from being an R&D tool to a promising manufacturing method realizing fabrication of customized products. Finally the third category refers
to “3-D printing” which is a manufacturing technique used in Additive
manufacturing technology. 3D printing can be used in plenty of fields and
it is expected to expand its application in field of mass customization
thanks to increasing demand of personalized products.
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Conclusion

Mass customization is a strategy which has gained the growing attention of different industries in recent years. One of the critical issues for companies pursuing mass
customization is to design their MC manufacturing system. A proper MCM system

should focus on flexibility and quick responsiveness to individual customer orders
which is based on the balance between pure customization and mass production. The
success of customized products manufacturing is dependent on the product and process development which also addresses the importance of balancing basic choice offerings and wide variety of offerings. The proposed MCM framework in this paper is
developed based on theoretical and empirical data in order to support companies to
follow a successful pursuit of mass customization manufacturing. Collected data from
case studies highlight the fact that although the literature links MCM to some production methodologies, described in this paper, but it is less likely to encounter the real
practices of these methodologies in enterprises. This is a gap which can be filled by a
more efficient knowledge transfer between academia and industry. The presented
framework is a general-purpose version without focusing on any specific industry.
This was mainly due to the limited samples caused by both the lack of real company
cases and the absence of extensive case practices covering manufacturing sides of MC
in the literature. However a future work to make a tailored framework for a specific
sector would increase the added value of the work and the feasibility of validation
phase as well.
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